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Abstract. This paper investigates the customer order scheduling prob-
lem on unrelated parallel additive manufacturing machines. The dis-
cussed problem comprises the splitting of orders into jobs, the allocation
of those jobs to builds and finally the sequencing of builds on 3D printers.
A mixed-integer programming model is presented that integrates prac-
tical requirements, such as printing profiles and different materials, and
minimises total weighted tardiness. Using the Gurobi solver computa-
tional results are then given for a comprehensive test bed. It is shown,
that medium sized problems can be solved using the proposed model,
and that the consideration of printing profiles has a relevant impact on
the scheduling task in additive manufacturing.

Keywords: Additive manufacturing · Customer order scheduling · Un-
related parallel machines.

1 Introduction and Related Work

Technologies of additive manufacturing (AM) have become the foundation of new
on-demand services, such as Factory-as-a-Service and Production-as-a-Service
[4]. In the presence of growing amounts of heterogeneous products, that have
to be produced in AM facilities, efficient planning and operations management
for AM are essential. Due to the customer orientation of the newly emerged
on-demand services, we propose a model for customer order scheduling in AM,
where multiple types of 3D printers are available. Jobs can be manufactured
with different printing profiles, which have an effect on the speed and quality of
the production process. This extension to existing scheduling problems for AM
is also derived from the customer oriented perspective of additive manufacturing
offering a wide palette of materials and various quality levels to their customers.
At the same time, it leads to incompatibilities since not all products can be man-
ufactured together. Hence, the main contribution of this paper is the integration
of customer orientation into the scheduling problem for AM taking into account
new variability regarding materials and quality. To the best of our knowledge,
this problem configuration has not been addressed before. Due to their leading
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role in industrial applications of metallic AM, we focus on the technologies se-
lective laser melting (SLM) and direct metal laser sintering (DMLS)[3].
The considered problem combines several aspects of scheduling. Firstly, it com-
prises the issue of scheduling customer orders, where optimisation objectives
shift from a job focus to an order focus. While [1] introduce the problem for a
single machine configuration with different job families, [5] recently study order
scheduling with the objective to minimise the total weighted completion times
of orders for a parallel machine configuration. Secondly, as 3D printers are able
to process several products at the same time, the problem can be classified as
a batch processing machine scheduling problem (for relevant studies see, e.g.
[6, 8]). Finally, a growing amount of recent publications can be found focusing
on the problems of nesting and scheduling in AM. In [2] three models are pre-
sented dealing with the problem of scheduling for AM in single, identical and
non-identical parallel machines environments. [7] introduce a model formulation
with two objectives of minimising makespan as well as total tardiness and intro-
duce predefined material types. With our model we will expand the perspective
of scheduling for AM by combining the stated aspects addressed by previous
research, extending the scope by printing profiles and proposing an integrated
model formulation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define
the problem and present a mixed-integer programming (MIP) model. Section 3
describes a computational study with 60 randomly generated instances, while
Section 4 concludes with prospects of future research.

2 Problem Formulation

Before describing the problem, let us give a brief explanation of the examined
context. An additive manufacturing company is offering an on-demand 3D print-
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Fig. 1. Schematic description of the optimisation problem
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ing service to its customers. To process the ordered products, the manufacturer’s
facility is equipped with several different SLM/DMLS printers. Each product
must be made from a specific material w ∈W and can be produced in different
levels of quality. According to the requested quality a printing profile d ∈ D
must be applied to available 3D printers. Each printer k ∈ M has a restricted
production height, production area and is capable of processing an individual
subset of all possible materials. Let a customer order i ∈ I consist of a subset of
products in the manufacturers portfolio with defined quantities, materials, and
the desired quality levels.
In this context, the considered problem is illustrated in Figure 1 by an example
with two orders. Herein, the shapes indicate different types of products, while
the fill colors of the products symbolize the materials. The existence of patterns
on the products implies different quality levels, and hence, the need of different
printing profiles. An order i can be split into several jobs j ∈ Ji, each of which
consists of a defined quantity of products with identical product type, quality
level, and material requirement. The described splitting is represented in the
second stage of Figure 1. The objective is to assign all resulting jobs to builds
with respect to material and quality similarity, while the splitting of jobs into
different builds is allowed. Furthermore, the builds have to be allocated and se-
quenced on the available printers according to the machine specifications with
the objective of minimising the total weighted tardiness of all orders,

∑
i wiTi.

These sub problems are illustrated with the third and fourth stage of Figure 1.
Due to the focus on SLM/DMLS technology, we allow products only to be
placed on the build plate of a printer, i.e., stacking of products within the three-
dimensional build space is prohibited. To ensure a valid nesting of products into
builds, projections including tolerances are used for the production area of a
product type [2]. The notations used for the model are as follows:

Sets

B Set of builds SJ Set of incompatible jobs

D Set of profiles SM Set of incompatible combinations
of jobs and machines

Dj Set of profiles of a job j SMW Set of incompatible combinations
of machines and materials

I Set of orders SW Set of incompatible combinations
of jobs and materials

J Set of jobs SD Set of incompatible combinations
of jobs and profiles

Ji Set of jobs of an order i W Set of materials

M Set of machines

Parameters

aj Production area of the product
type of job j

Hk Maximum production height of
machine k

hj Height of the product type of
job j

HTkd Processing time for one height
unit by machine k with profile d
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vj Volume of the product type of
job j

RTk Removal time of processed build
on machine k

di Due date of order i STk Setup time on machine k without
changing materials

qj Amount of products of job j STw
k Setup time on machine k with

changing materials

wi Penalty costs for delay of one
time unit of order i

V Tkd Processing time to build one vol-
ume unit by machine k with pro-
file d

Ak Maximum production area of
machine k

γbvcw Binary matrix to indicate, if setup
between build b with material v
and build c with material w is nec-
essary

G Big Number

Variables

pbk Processing time of build b on
machine k

CBbk Completion time of build b on ma-
chine k

xjbk Amount of items of job j in
build b on machine k

CIi Completion time of order i

ybkwd 1, if build b is scheduled on ma-
chine k with material w and pro-
file d, 0 otherwise

HBbkd Production height of build b on
machine k with profile d

zjbk 1, if items of job j are processed
in build b on machine k, 0 oth-
erwise

Ti Tardiness of part i

The studied problem can be classified as an unrelated parallel machine scheduling
and nesting problem with batching and incompatible job families. The objective
is to minimise the total weighted tardiness of all orders. Inspired by existing
models from [2] and [7] we formulate the described problem as a MIP model.∑

i∈I
wi · Ti → min (1)

s.t.:

Ti ≥ CIi − di ∀i ∈ I (2)

CIi ≥ CBbk −G · (1− zjbk) ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji, (3)

b ∈ B, k ∈M∑
b∈B

∑
k∈M

xjbk = qj ∀j ∈ J (4)

xjbk ≤ qj · zjbk ∀j ∈ J, b ∈ B, k ∈M (5)

xjbk ≥ zjbk ∀j ∈ J, b ∈ B, k ∈M (6)∑
j∈J

(aj · xjbk) ≤ Ak ∀b ∈ B, k ∈M (7)
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zjbk · hj ≤ HBbkd ∀j ∈ J, d ∈ Dj (8)

b ∈ B, k ∈M
HBbkd ≤ Hk ∀d ∈ D, b ∈ B, (9)

k ∈M∑
j∈J

zjb+1,k ≤ G ·
∑
j∈J

zjbk ∀b ∈ B | b < |B|, k ∈M (10)

zjbk + zlbk ≤ 1 ∀(j, l) ∈ SJ | j < l, (11)

b ∈ B, k ∈M

zjbk = 0 ∀(j, k) ∈ SM, b ∈ B (12)∑
w∈W

∑
d∈D

ybkwd ≤ 1 ∀b ∈ B, k ∈M (13)

zjbk ≤ ybkwd ∀b ∈ B, d ∈ D, j ∈ J, (14)

k ∈M,w ∈W,
(w, j) /∈ SW, (d, j) /∈ SD

ybkwd ≤ 1 ∀b ∈ B, d ∈ D, k ∈M, (15)

w ∈W, (w, k) /∈ SMW

CBbk ≥
∑
w∈W

∑
d∈D

ybkwd · STw
k + pbk ∀b ∈ B, k ∈M (16)

CBbk ≥ CBb−1,k + pbk + STw
k · γb−1,vbw ∀b ∈ B | b > 0, k ∈M, (17)

+ STk · (1− γb−1,vbw) w, v ∈W,d, e ∈ D
−G · (2− yb−1,kvd − ybkwe)

pbk =
∑
d∈D

(HBbkd ·HTkd)

+
∑
j∈J

∑
d∈Dj

(xjbk · vj · V Tkd) +RTk ∀b ∈ B, k ∈M (18)

xjbk ∈ N0, ybkwd ∈ {0, 1}, zjbk ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ J, b ∈ B, k ∈M, (19)

w ∈W,d ∈ D

On the basis of a customer oriented scheduling, we consider (1) as the objective
function minimising the total weighted tardiness of all orders. (2) computes the
tardiness of an order by subtracting the due date from the completion time
of the order. By introducing (3) the completion time of an order i is at least
equal to the completion time of a build b on machine k if the specific build
processes jobs of the respective order. Constraints (4) ensure that the requested
order quantity of each job is produced within all scheduled builds. (5) and (6)
connect the binary variable zjbk with its integer equivalent xjbk. Furthermore,
we adopt the machine restrictions introduced by [2] and adjust them for our
purpose in (7), (8) and (9). (7) ensures that the builds fit into the production
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area of the available printers, while (8) and (9) guarantee that the height of
the build does not exceed the maximum production height of the machine. Note
that we are not considering a constraint to check for a feasible production volume
since the production area of a product is considered as a rectangular projection
of the product onto the printing platform as in [2]. With (10) we verify that
the builds are filled incrementally one after another. To avoid incompatible job
combinations in builds we use (11). The equation allows only one of the jobs j
and l to be in a build b on machine k if the tuple (j, l) is in the set SJ. Constraints
(12) apply the same logic to incompatible combinations of jobs and machines.
With equation (13) we specify that a build b on machine k can only be processed
using one material w and only one printing profile d. Constraints (14) define the
relation between decision variables zjbk and ybkwd using sets of incompatibility.
We denote with (15) that a build b on machine k can only be manufactured if the
machine is capable of processing the required material w, i.e., the tuple (w, k) is
not in the incompatibility set. Inequalities (16) guarantee that the completion
time of a build on a certain machine is greater than or equal to the sum of
the setup time for a new material and its processing time. For a batch which
has at least one predecessor (17) ensures that the completion time is greater
than or equal to the sum of the completion time of the predecessor, its own
processing time and a required setup time. The latter depends on whether there
is a material change between two consecutive builds or not. This is controlled by
a binary matrix γbvcw indicating if a setup with material change is necessary. In
addition, we define the processing time of a build as the sum of the time needed
to print the height of the build, the printing time for the volume of a build and
the time to remove the build from the machine in (18). Finally, (19) defines the
ranges of the decision variables.

3 Computational Study

The proposed model has been implemented with Gurobi using the provided
Python API. The study has been conducted on an Intel(R) Xenon(R) CPU
E5-2630 v2 with 2.6 GHz clock speed and 384 GB RAM. For solving the model
the maximum number of threads was set to four and a time limit of 1800 seconds
was chosen. Table 2 describes the structure of the test instances. Six configu-
rations are defined to study the impact of variations concerning materials and
profiles as well as the impact of growing problem size. For the first three configu-
rations config1 to config3 we set the number of available materials and printing
profiles to three and two, respectively. For config4 to config6 these values are
increased to five materials and three profiles. For both categories, we choose dif-
ferent numbers of investigated orders, machines and product types. Based on the
data set P62 from [2], which provides information for 46 different product types
and three unrelated machines, for each test instance the respective number of
product types and machines is randomly picked. For each order the number of
different products is set between one and 60 percent of the total number of prod-
uct types, while the quantities for each product within an order are randomly
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chosen between one and five. The resulting average number of jobs and products
for each configuration that have to be assigned to builds are also displayed in
Table 2. As can be seen from this summary the defined structure yields in a test
design reaching from small to reasonable problem sizes, i.e., on average from
15.9 products (config1) up to 76.0 products (config6) and a maximum of five
parallel machines. These instances can represent practical scheduling tasks of
small on-demand 3D printing service providers.

config1 config2 config3 config4 config5 config6

Total instances 10 10 10 10 10 10
Total orders |I| 3 5 7 3 5 7
Total machines |M | 2 3 5 2 3 5
Total product types 5 7 10 5 7 10
Total profiles |D| 2 2 2 3 3 3
Total materials |W | 3 3 3 5 5 5

Average total jobs 5.7 15.4 22.4 6.6 14.8 25.2
Average total products 15.9 45.2 66.8 18.3 42.2 76.0

Table 2. Design of problem instances

A major factor influencing the computational performance of the proposed model
is the upper bound of possible builds |B|. As noted by [2], the value must be high
enough to ensure that better feasible solutions will not be cut off. In contrast,
a large value for |B| results in a much longer computation time. To overcome
this issue, instead of setting |B|=

∑
j∈J qj , we compute the minimum number

of builds to fit in all ordered products by solving a simple bin packing problem
in preprocessing. We then use this result as a basis for our tests by iteratively
solving the problem instance and increasing |B| until no better solution can be
found. This method gradually increases the slackness of the model allowing more
builds to be empty.

∅|B| # opt. sol. ∅ MIPGap (%) ∅ Runtime (s)

config1 3.6 10 / 10 0.0 3.6
config2 7.6 5 / 10 38.6 904.1
config2opt

a 6.0 5 0.0 8.2
config3 10.9 2 / 10 35.3 1446.0
config3opt

a 9.0 2 0.0 30.0
config4 4.7 10 / 10 0.0 0.5
config5 8.6 4 / 10 44.4 1190.1
config5opt

a 7.0 4 0.0 275.3
config6 9.1 2 / 10 53.5 1569.9
config6opt

a 7.5 2 0.0 649.2
a

Average values only for instances from those configurations that have been solved to optimality.

Table 3. Results of the computational study
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The results of the computational study are illustrated in Table 3. The first col-
umn of the table shows the average number of builds on each available machine
for the optimal (or best found) solution, while the second one denotes the num-
ber of instances solved to optimality. The third and fourth column outline the
average values of each configuration for MIP gap and runtime of the solver, re-
spectively. All instances of config1 and config4 can be solved to optimality,
while the optimum solution can be found only for about half of the instances
with intermediate problem size (config2 and config5). In each of config3 and
config6 only two instances can be solved to optimality. Instances of reasonable
size with up to 27 jobs and 88 products could be solved to optimality. However,
quite high MIP gaps exist for instances, where no optimal solution was found
within the time limit. This indicates that the solution is highly dependent on
the specific characteristics of the considered test problem. With these results,
the presented model can already provide helpful decision support for small 3D
printing manufacturers. However, for larger real-world problems a heuristic ap-
proach would be necessary to ensure high-quality solutions.
Furthermore, the results show a growing computational effort with the increase
of variability in material and printing profile options. The gaps to the known
lower bounds as well as the runtime of the solver are reasonable lower in config2
and config3 (low number of printing profiles and materials) in comparison with
config5 and config6 (higher number of printing profiles and materials). This
shows that the integration of the practical requirements of printing profiles and
materials is relevant for the scheduling in AM.

4 Conclusion

This paper extended the research on scheduling for AM by combining the premis-
es of order scheduling with the existing model formulations with the aim of
minimising total weighted tardiness of customer orders. The problem has been
considered in an unrelated parallel machine environment, formulated as MIP
model and explored in an computational study with various characteristics. The
numerical results in this paper demonstrate the complexity and difficulty of cus-
tomer order scheduling in an AM environment and the relevance of considering
printing profiles and materials in the scheduling. For small to medium prob-
lem instances the MIP model can be used by companies to generate optimal
schedules. The findings for larger problems demonstrate the need of heuristic
algorithms to solve such problem instances efficiently. Apart from this, the pro-
posed model can be adjusted to integrate product geometries by extending the
nesting of products from a one dimensional packing problem to a more precise
procedure evaluating two or even three dimensions of the products.
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